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Abstract The influence of a hemicerebellar lesion on the
exploration of environments with different spatial distribu-
tions of multiple rewards was analyzed. Hemicerebellec-
tomized (HCbed) and intact rats were submitted to a search
task in which they had to explore nine food trays in an open
field, avoiding repeated visits. Trays were spatially
arranged in four configurations: cross, 3×3 matrix, circle,
and three clusters of three trays each. Lesioned and intact
rats’ performances improved in all configurations used.
However, the explorative activity of the HCbed animals
differed from that of intact rats. Lesioned animals spent
more time, made more errors, displayed lower search
efficiency, exhibited shorter final spans, and traveled longer
distances. They tended to perseverate and to neglect some
trays. The cerebellar damage differentially influenced
performances as a specific effect of the susceptibility of
the configurations to being explored in a principled way. In
the cross configuration that had strong spatial constraints,
both groups made their lowest number of errors. In the
circle configuration, the altered explorative strategies of
lesioned animals made extremely demanding the acquisi-

tion of the task of searching multiple rewards, in spite of
the attempt of favoring their altered procedures through an
appropriate spatial arrangement. Since the procedural
impairment elicited by cerebellar damage affected the
central exploration, the matrix configuration was the most
difficult configuration to be explored by the HCbed rats.
The poor performances in the cluster configuration indicat-
ed that chunking was a strategy of relative strength in rats
in general and in HCbed rats in particular.
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Introduction

One of the most interesting aspects of the cerebellar
involvement in spatial function is its role in the explorative
behavior. In fact, exploration requires close integration
between environmental (sensory) information and explor-
ative (motor) acts, thus mimicking the sensorimotor role
classically attributed to cerebellar circuits. Recently, it was
demonstrated that the cerebellar function in spatial event
processing is primarily linked to the acquisition of
procedural elements [1–4]. By using the Morris water maze
(MWM), it has been demonstrated that hemicerebellectom-
ized (HCbed) rats display a severe impairment in explora-
tion strategies that are maintained even in the presence of a
cerebellar lesion, if they are preoperatively learned [1, 2, 5].
Impaired performances are also displayed by HCbed
animals in the radial arm maze (RAM), demonstrating that
cerebellar damage induces an inflexible use of procedures
(if indeed any procedure can be acquired in the presence of
a cerebellar lesion) and a severe impairment in working
memory processes [3]. Furthermore, in the presence of a
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cerebellar lesion, it is possible to detect the environmental
changes only when the altered procedural abilities were
favored by environmental arrangement [6]. Data obtained
in mutant mice support the cerebellar involvement in spatial
learning in general [7–9] and in the explorative behavior in
particular [10–16].

In the lab settings, innate foraging behaviors, learning of
searching strategies, motivation to explore, and modifica-
tion of explorative behaviors in the presence of brain injury
or pharmacological treatments have been studied by using
tests of activity (RAM, MWM, open field with or without
objects) with constrained or unconstrained trajectories and
with single or multiple rewards. In the RAM, the searching
strategies to reach the multiple rewards inevitably are
forced by the intrinsic structure of the apparatus that, by
itself, allows algorithmic strategies, as for example visiting
adjacent arms in succession, which minimize the mnesic
task demands. Conversely, in the unconstrained tests of
exploration, such as MWM or open field, a lot of
trajectories from the starting point to the target can be
traveled over.

When multiple rewards are distributed in unconstrained
environments, the exploratory behaviors have to adapt to
the environment features so that spatial structure of the
search space influences the economy and organization of
searching behaviors. The immediate background of the
present experiment is a previous study [17] on intact naïve
rats submitted to a search task in which the animals had to
explore an open field with multiple food trays arranged
according to different spatial configurations, without visit-
ing already-depleted trays. Rats exhibited differential search
efficiency as a specific effect of the susceptibility of the
configurations to being explored in a principled way.

Given that structural affordances of the environment
influence the construction of search strategies as well as the
information on where the reward is, we wondered whether
and how the procedural impairment elicited by a cerebellar
lesion affected search strategies to explore different spatial
configurations of multiple rewards. In particular, the aim of
our study was to analyze whether the presence of cerebellar
lesion prevented either remembering visited locations or
organizing principled search patterns and thus did not allow
an efficient exploration or whether vice versa the proce-
dural impairment of cerebellar origin did not result in
disorganized search patterns. Furthermore, we analyzed
whether the cerebellar lesion impaired the use of chunking
abilities as a means of reducing data in a task that made
demands on the memory system.

Hemicerebellectomy (HCb) was chosen as the experi-
mental model of the cerebellar lesion because it provoked
less disrupting motor effects than a complete cerebellec-
tomy [18], and thus it allowed locomotor performances
(exploration of the arena), as required by the present task.

Furthermore, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that in
rats even a unilateral cerebellar lesion is able to affect a
large range of cognitive functions [1, 3, 6, 19–24].

In the present task, the animals had to explore an open
arena to search a set of nine food trays arranged according
to four spatial configurations. The animals had to keep
track of the visits made over time in the absence of any
constrained trajectory to travel and of physical traces left
from choices they had already made. The spatial config-
urations were a cross, a 3×3 matrix, three clusters of three
trays each, and a circle [17, 25–27]. Such configurations
allowed analyzing how the spatial structure of the search
space could affect the search patterns of HCbed animals.

Experimental Procedures

Subjects

Forty adult male Wistar rats were used in the present
research. At the beginning of experiments, the mean age of
animals was 3.6 months±14 days. The animals were
housed two animals to a cage (42×26×18 cm) furnished
with wood shaving bedding and kept on a standardized
dark/light schedule (12/12 h; lights on at 0700 hours). The
room temperature was 21°C and the relative humidity 60±
5%. All experiments were carried out according to the
European Community Council Directives of November 24,
1986 (86/609/EEC).

Experimental Groups

The animals used in the present research were randomly
assigned to one of two experimental groups: control group
(n=20), comprising intact naïve animals, and HCbed group
(n=20). Since no definite indication is present in the
literature as for any behavioral lateralization of cerebellar
structures [22], in all lesioned animals, the unilateral
cerebellar lesion was performed on the right side, on the
analogy of previous studies [1, 3, 6, 19–21, 23, 24]. The
animals of each main experimental group were subsequent-
ly randomly assigned to one of the four different subgroups,
each of which included five animals, according to the
different spatial tray arrangement.

Surgery and Motor Assessment

Rats were anesthetized with Zoletil 100 (tiletamine and
zolazepam 50 mg/kg i.p.—Virbac s.r.l., Milan, Italy) and
Rompun (xylazine 10 mg/kg i.p.—Bayer s.p.a., Milan,
Italy). A craniotomy was performed over the right hemi-
cerebellum. The dura was excised, and the right cerebellar
hemisphere and hemivermis were ablated by suction. Care
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was taken not to lesion extracerebellar structures. The
cavity was filled with sterile gel foam; the wound edges
were sutured, and the animals were allowed to recover from
anesthesia and surgical stress. Testing was performed
3 weeks after HCb, when no change in cerebellar
symptomatology was observed. Animals were submitted
to behavioral testing only if they exhibited stable motor
symptomatology consistent with a cerebellar lesion. Details
and time course of the cerebellar symptoms in the rats are
described elsewhere [18]. The HCbed rats displayed
extensor hypotonia ipsilateral to the lesion, resulting in an
asymmetrically crouched posture with body tilt to the right.
In motion, the HCbed rats tended to collapse on their
bellies and their wide-based gait was slightly ataxic. In spite
of the motor symptomatology, the HCbed animals did not
exhibit such severe akinetic symptoms as to impede reliable
testing.

Apparatus

The apparatus was placed in a lab that was dimly and
uniformly illuminated by a masked neon ceiling lamp. It
consisted of a round plywood table (150 cm in diameter,
2.5 cm thick) raised 50 cm from the floor by a rotating
support. There was a 50-cm gray opaque wall around the
table. The wall impeded accidental falls possible mainly in
HCbed rats and greatly reduced the number of external cues
in the arena. However, use of spatial cues from the ceiling
was not prevented because there was no cover over the
arena. Nine blue chemically inert tube caps (3 cm in
diameter, 2 cm deep) used as food trays were arranged
according to the spatial configurations described in the
“Procedures” section. The depth of the tray prevented the
rats from seeing the reward at a distance but allowed for an
easy reward, i.e., eating. The reward was a single piece of
the standard food for rats (Mucedola 4RS21 standard diet
GLP complete feed for mice and rats) sweetened by
condensed milk (Nestlé Italiana, Milan, Italy).

Pretraining

Three days before the testing, the animals were placed on
food deprivation with free access to water. They were

reduced to 90% of ad lib weight by scheduled feeding
(30 min of free feeding every day) and were maintained at
this level throughout the experiment by being given a
restricted amount of the standard food each day. The
animals were weighed once a day. The food deprivation
lasted 8 days. During this period, the rats showed no signs
of aggression during or between feeding times or signs of
distress. The rats’ behavior in their cages was monitored
twice a day. At the end of testing, no significant difference
was found in the body weight of the animals in the
experimental groups (mean values (±SD) recorded on the
last day of testing: C group 464±44 g; HCbed group
459±38 g).

Before the experiment began, the rats were submitted to
3-day pretraining. On the first day, the animals were
manipulated for 10 min in their home cage, which had
been placed in the experimental lab, to become accustomed
to the experimenters and the lab environment. On the
second day, pairs of animals were allowed to explore the
table freely for 15 min, and three baited food trays were
randomly arranged on the table. On the last day of
pretraining, individual rats were again placed on the table
with three baited trays and allowed to explore it for 15 min.
During the second and third days of pretraining, the animals
visited the food trays and emptied their contents during the
15 min of exploration. Testing sessions began the next day.

Procedures

Spatial configurations were derived from preceding studies
[17, 25–27] (Fig. 1). In the circle configuration, the trays
were arranged to form a circumference (diameter 80 cm)
with trays 25 cm apart. In the matrix configuration, the food
trays were arranged in a 3×3 square matrix in the center
of the table, with trays 25 cm apart. In the cross
configuration, the trays were arranged in an “X” formation
in the center of the table, with trays 25 cm apart. In the
cluster configuration, the trays were arranged in triplets
120° away from each other, with the center of each triplet
placed 40 cm away from the center of the table and trays
placed 25 cm apart.

In each trial, the goal was to collect all nine rewards,
which were never replaced during the trials. At the end of
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Fig. 1. Tray arrangement in the
four configurations (circle, ma-
trix, cross, cluster). The starting
points in circle, matrix, and
cross configurations are defined
by the cardinal points (N, S, W,
or E), and the starting points in
cluster configuration (N, SW, or
SE) are indicated
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each trial, the rats were put back in their cages for 15 min.
During this period, the table was cleaned but the trays were
not and a new piece of food was added in each tray. Each
rat underwent six trials per session, one session a day for
five consecutive days. The rats’ trajectories in the arena
were monitored by a video camera mounted on the ceiling.
The resulting video signal was relayed to a monitor and to
an image analyzer (Ethovision, Noldus, Wageningen, The
Netherlands).

At the beginning of the trial, the rat was placed on the
table facing the center at one of the starting points defined
by the cardinal points (N, S, W, or E) in cross, matrix, and
circle configurations and at one of three starting points (N,
SW, or SE) in the cluster configuration (Fig. 1). Starting
points were balanced across trials. To further reduce spatial
encoding of the food source position based on external
cues, at the beginning of each trial, the table was rotated to
one of four different positions (N, S, W, or E) in a
counterbalanced order.

In each configuration, we considered the position of the
single trays, subdividing them in external (matrix 1 2 3 4 6
7 8 9; cross 1 5 6 9; cluster 2 5 7) and internal (matrix 5;
cross 2 3 4 7 8; cluster 1 3 4 6 8 9) trays. Such a
subdivision of trays was not applied in the circle configu-
ration where all trays were localized at the same distance
from the arena center.

To analyze whether the reward odor from the food trays
could guide search behavior, a nonreinforced probe trial
was performed as the seventh trial after the six trials of the
last session of the circle configuration. In this probe trial,
food trays were carefully washed and left empty.

Behavioral Parameters

Rats were allowed to freely explore the apparatus. A trial
ended when all nine rewards had been collected or 30
choices had been made or 15 min had elapsed. A visit was
defined as nose poking or touching a food tray to sniff it.
Since the food trays were never rebaited, the best
performance consisted of visiting all nine trays only once.

In each of the six trials of a session, the following
parameters were analyzed: search time, the time (in
seconds) employed to complete the trial; visits, performed
to each tray in a trial; percentage of total errors performed
in a trial (considering either revisits and no visits to a tray
so that it remained baited); no visits, considered as ignoring
one or more trays without visiting it during the entire trial;
search efficiency, the percentage of correct visits out of total
visits; final span, defined as the longest sequence of correct
visits reached in the last session; perseverations, considered
as the sum of times in which the animal consecutively
revisited the same trays in each trial (the tray revisited
could be either the same tray, i.e., 5–5, or a sequence of

maximum three trays, i.e., 1–2–3–1–2–3). Perseverations
on more than three trays were never observed. Also, the
distance (in centimeter) traveled on the table and the
distance traveled in exploring a peripheral annulus with a
20-cm radius were calculated. The trajectories drawn by the
image analyzer were also considered. The kind of trajec-
tory, direct, or indirect, used to reach a tray, either correct or
incorrect, was also analyzed. The trajectory was considered
direct when the distance traveled by the animals to reach a
new tray exceeded the real between-tray distance by no
more than 10% when the trajectories of control animals
were analyzed. Since HCbed rats exhibited a tendency to
perform curvilinear paths, their trajectories were considered
direct when the traveled distance did not exceed the real
between-tray distance by 30% [6, 21].

In the cluster configuration, the number of clusters
visited or revisited in each trial was analyzed (this
parameter ranged from the worst value of 30 to the best
value of 3). Furthermore, the errors were classified as
within-cluster errors, that is the revisits to a tray belonging
to the same cluster the rat was visiting, across-cluster
errors, that is the late revisits to an incorrect tray belonging
to a previously visited cluster.

To verify the anxiety levels, some emotional parameters
were analyzed in both experimental groups. To this aim, the
number of defecation boluses and motionless time was
recorded in each trial.

Histological Controls

When the behavioral testing was finished, the HCbed
animals were deeply anesthetized and transcardially per-
fused with saline followed by 4% buffered formalin. The
extent of the cerebellar lesion was determined from Nissl-
stained 50-µm frozen sections. Animals were included in
the present study if they had received a complete right HCb
with total ablation of deep nuclei (Fig. 2). In all cases
reported here, the left side of the cerebellum and all
extracerebellar structures were completely spared, except
for the dorsal cap of the right Deiters’ nucleus which in
some cases was slightly affected. The variability in the
extent of the floccular and vermian lesions was considered
not influencing because in all cases these structures were
functionally disconnected due to the ablation of the
cerebellar peduncles and deep nuclei of the right side.

Statistical Analysis

Metric unit results of animals belonging to the experimental
groups (presented as mean values of the six trials in one
session (day) for individual animals ± SEM) were first
tested for homoscedasticity by means of Levene test and for
normality by means of Shapiro–Wilk normality test. The
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values were then compared using one-way, two-way (with
group as between-subject factor and session (or error) as
within-subject factor), or three-way (with group as
between-subject factor and trajectory and correctness
as within-subject factors) analyses of variance (ANOVAs),
followed by multiple comparisons using Duncan’s test.
Correlation between data was also tested by means of
Pearson’s r. The p level considered as statistical signifi-
cance was p<0.05.

Results

Emotional Parameters Control and HCbed animals
exhibited comparable levels of anxiety. In fact, in the main
groups of HCbed and control animals, defecation boluses
were produced only in the very first sessions, independent
from the spatial arrangement of trays. No significant
differences between groups were found (F1, 38=2.17,
p ns). The other parameter indicative of a high-stress state
is a freezing or motionless period. Since none of the
animals exhibited this behavior, even in the very first trials,
no statistical comparison was made.

Search Time In all configurations, the HCbed animals spent
more time to complete the task in comparison to control
animals, although in the circle and matrix configurations,
the between-group difference failed to reach significance
levels (Table 1; Fig. 3a).

Visits In all configurations, the external and internal trays
were equally visited by control animals (one-way
ANOVAs: cross: F1, 4=1.63, p ns; cluster: F1, 4=0.95,
p ns; matrix: F1, 4=0.07, p ns). Conversely, the HCbed rats
exhibited a reduced visiting of the internal tray/trays in
matrix and cluster configuration (cross: F1,4=0.27; p ns;

matrix: F1, 4=7.8; p=0.05; cluster: F1, 4=7.7; p=0.05;
Fig. 3b, c).

Total Errors In all configurations, the HCbed animals
performed a significantly higher number of errors in
comparison to control animals. However, total errors
progressively diminished as the sessions went by in both
experimental groups (Table 1; Fig. 4a). While control
animals exhibited a mean value of 6.29 errors in the matrix,
5.93 errors in the cluster, 5.14 errors in the circle, and 3.89
errors in the cross configuration, the HCbed animals
performed 9.17 errors in the matrix, 9.03 errors in the
circle, 7.69 errors in the cluster, and 7.51 errors in the cross
configuration, exhibiting thus higher values of errors in all
configurations.

No Visits One of the parameters that mostly differentiated
the two main groups was the occurrence of no visits, i.e.,
neglecting one or more trays without visiting it during the
entire trial. Interestingly, while control animals exhibited a
number of no visits very close to zero in all configurations
since the first session, HCbed animals neglected up to four
trays in the cluster and matrix configurations in the first
session (cluster 4.57; matrix 4.21; circle 1.95; cross 1.64)
and reached values near to zero only in the last session
(Table 1; Fig. 4b).

Search Efficiency The rats never attained the most
efficient performance in absolute terms because in any
configuration the number of visits to exhaustively
conclude the trial was never near nine, i.e., a value
that indicated 90–100% search efficiency. Namely,
control animals reached their best search efficiency
value (83%) corresponding to 11.8±0.8 visits in the
circle configuration, while HCbed animals reached their
best value (67%) corresponding to 14.3±0.7 visits in the
cluster configuration (Table 1; Fig. 4c).

Final Span The longest sequence of correct visits was
exhibited by control animals in the circle configuration
(x : 7:1� 1:0), while HCbed rats exhibited their longest
sequence in matrix configuration (x : 5:60� 1:17; Table 1;
Fig. 5a).

Perseverations A clear between-group difference was
found given that HCbed animals displayed a high number
of perseverations in almost all configurations. Interestingly,
as shown in Fig. 5b, both experimental groups displayed
the absence of perseverations in the cross configuration
(Table 1). While control animals exhibited some persever-
ations in the first session (circle 4.4±0.74; matrix 9.6±3.14;
cluster 4.8±1.62) but reached values near to 1 in the last
session in any configuration, HCbed animals performed

Fig. 2. Nissl-stained coronal section through cerebellum and brain
stem in a HCbed rat. Note the total absence of the right hemi-
cerebellum and the sparing of any extracerebellar structure. Scale bar
2 mm
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numerous perseverative errors in the first session (circle
15.4±6.0; matrix 14.2±1.01; cluster 12.0±1.54) and still
persevered in the last session (circle 7.4±2.97; matrix 3.4±
0.81; cluster 3.8±1.24).

Traveling Distances Both total and peripheral distances
traveled in foraging the arena were significantly influenced
by the cerebellar lesion in cluster and cross configurations
where lesioned animals traveled longer distances in
comparison to controls (Table 1). In spite of it, both total
and peripheral distances were reduced as the sessions went
by in all configurations in both experimental groups
(Fig. 5c).

Explorative Rules To detail the explorative rules applied in
picking up the rewards, we analyzed the kind of trajectory
(direct or indirect) used in reaching a new tray by
distinguishing whether the tray was correct or incorrect.

As shown in Fig. 6, in all configurations, control animals
made the most visits to correct trays through direct
trajectories (mean percentage 59.0%), whereas their least
frequent response was a visit to a correct tray through an
indirect trajectory. Incorrect trays were most frequently
reached through indirect trajectories in cluster and least
frequently in circle configurations. Interestingly, this pattern
was opposite to that found when incorrect trays were
reached through direct trajectories.

Table 1 Statistical comparisons (two-way ANOVAs) of behavioral responses in the circle, matrix, cross, and cluster configurations

Arrangements Parameters Group effect Session effect Interaction

Fvalue (df=1, 8) p Fvalue (df=4, 32) p Fvalue (df=4, 32) p

Circle Search time 1.70 ns 7.72 0.0001 0.27 ns

Total errors 6.32 0.03 6.96 0.0003 0.90 ns

No visits 1.90 ns 0.59 0.5 2.15 ns

Search efficiency 6.93 0.03 6.46 0.001 1.08 ns

Final span 4.06 ns

Perseverations 5.79 0.04 3.24 0.02 1.23 ns

Total distance 1.86 ns 5.80 0.001 0.95 ns

Peripheral distance 1.44 ns 6.13 0.001 1.09 ns

Matrix Search time 2.98 ns 20.25 0.00001 2.73 0.04

Total errors 5.44 0.04 15.02 0.00001 0.43 ns

No visits 17.52 0.003 8.62 0.00007 4.82 0.003

Search efficiency 4.36 ns 12.85 0.00001 0.87 ns

Final span 0.64 ns

Perseverations 5.71 0.04 22.18 0.00001 0.70 ns

Total distance 0.45 ns 22.59 0.00001 1.92 ns

Peripheral distance 0.41 ns 18.60 0.00001 1.53 ns

Cross Search time 9.07 0.01 2.31 ns 0.94 ns

Total errors 117.72 0.00001 4.10 0.008 0.72 ns

No visits 1.49 ns 0.83 ns 0.88 ns

Search efficiency 66.09 0.00001 4.73 0.004 0.36 ns

Final span 13.80 0.01

Perseverations – – – – – –

Total distance 33.52 0.001 5.68 0.001 2.20 ns

Peripheral distance 216.69 0.00001 6.84 0.005 3.80 0.01

Cluster Search time 30.69 0.0005 8.73 0.0001 2.16 ns

Total errors 24.27 0.001 17.81 0.0001 0.38 ns

No visits 12.34 0.007 1.60 ns 1.30 ns

Search efficiency 11.78 0.01 20.15 0.0001 0.77 ns

Final span 6.95 0.02

Perseverations 9.91 0.01 12.02 0.00001 2.48 ns

Total distance 19.57 0.01 12.01 0.00001 1.69 ns

Peripheral distance 7.22 0.05 16.43 0.00001 1.18 ns
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Even HCbed animals made the most visits to correct
trays through direct trajectories; however, no significant
differences among the four configurations were observed
(mean percentage 39.2%). Also, in HCbed animals, the
least frequent response was a visit to a correct tray through
an indirect trajectory, but the percentages of this pattern
were significantly higher than those observed in control

animals. When the incorrect trays were reached through
indirect trajectories, no differences among configurations
were observed. Finally, incorrect trays were most frequently
reached through direct trajectories in the matrix and least
frequently in the cross configurations.

Search Strategies in Cluster Configuration

In a configuration displaying closely grouped rewards, such
as the cluster configuration, rats should complete each
cluster before moving on to the next one. In this way, they
have only three items to remember at a time (the three trays
within a cluster) and the position of the three clusters.
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Additional parameters were considered to analyze whether
the rats used the spatial constraints afforded by the
clustered space in this principled manner. A two-way
ANOVA (group × session) revealed a significant session
effect in the number of clusters visited (F4, 32=14.14; p<
0.00001), while lesion (F1, 8=0.07; p ns) and interaction
(F4, 32=0.50; p ns) were not significant. We also analyzed
whether the kind of errors (within cluster and across
cluster) the animals made was significantly influenced by
the presence of the lesion. A two-way ANOVA (group ×
error) revealed a significant effect of the kind of error
(F2, 16=3.75; p=0.045) and a not significant group (F1, 8=

3.19; p ns) effect. The interaction was also significant
(F2, 16=3.65; p=0.047). Post hoc comparisons revealed that
HCbed animals performed a significantly (p=0.04) higher
number of within-cluster errors in comparison to control
animals.

The existence of a relationship between the use of principled
search and the ability to remember the already-visited sites was
further supported by the analysis of the relationship between the
number of across-cluster errors and the number of clusters
visited. While in the control animals a high parallelism between
measures emerged (Pearson’s r=0.98), in the HCbed animals
the measures appeared much less correlated (Pearson’s
r=0.48). This finding indicates that control animals made
more errors when they visited more clusters because
abandoning a cluster resulted in visiting already-depleted trays
when the cluster was later revisited. Conversely, the HCbed
animals exhibited the low correlation between measures
because they tended to revisit already-depleted trays belonging
to the cluster they were exploring, as demonstrated by their
high number of within-cluster errors.
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Fig. 6. Performances displayed by HCbed (H) and control (C) rats in
the search task in circle, matrix, cross, and cluster configurations. The
mean (±SEM) percentages of correct (or incorrect) trays visited
through direct (or indirect) trajectories are depicted. In the table, the
second-order interaction of the respective three-way ANOVAs
(group × trajectory × correctness) as well as the levels of significance
of the post hoc comparisons between groups in the four trajectory/
correctness combinations is indicated
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Fig. 5. Performances displayed by HCbed and control rats in the
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perseverative errors exhibited by the animals across the five sessions
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Probe Trial

In the circle configuration, the number of errors made in a
nonreinforced probe trial (C: x ¼ 3:4� 2:2; HCbed:
x ¼ 8:0� 3:8) was compared with the number of errors
made in the sixth trial of the last session (C: x ¼ 3:2� 3:2;
HCbed: x ¼ 8:8� 2:3). One-way ANOVAs showed no
significant effect in both experimental groups (C: F1, 8=
0.002; p ns; HCbed: F1, 8=0.03; p ns). This finding
indicated that performances were comparable in reinforced
and nonreinforced trials, thus excluding that the odor traces
of the reward guided the rats to baited trays or away from
depleted ones.

Discussion

The present study investigated the influence of a cerebellar
lesion on rat exploratory activity in environments featured
by different spatial distributions of multiple rewards. The
presence of rewards allowed maintaining high levels of
motivation. The animals not only did not diminish
exploration (habituation to the environment) [6], but they
learned the reward positions, displaying progressively more

tuned searching behaviors. Thus, as the sessions went by,
lesioned and intact rats’ performances improved in all
configurations used and for almost all parameters consid-
ered. However, in spite of the presence of learning in all
animals, the exploratory activity of the HCbed animals
significantly differed from that displayed by intact rats
(Fig. 7). Namely, in exploring the different spatial config-
urations, in comparison to intact animals, HCbed rats spent
more time, made more errors, displayed lower search
efficiency, exhibited shorter final spans, and traveled longer
total and peripheral distances. Furthermore, at odds with
intact animals, the lesioned rats tended both to perseverate
(consecutively revisiting the same trays) and to neglect
some trays (“skipping” them in the succession of visited
trays), both indices of disorganized explorative functions.
Interestingly, the most efficient explorative rule (repre-
sented by reaching a not-visited tray through a direct
trajectory) was applied less frequently by the lesioned
animals than by intact animals, although it was the strategy
most used by all experimental groups.

Given the reduced presence of extramaze (allothetic)
cues that were available only from ceiling, intramaze and
idiothetic cues were used to learn the task. The intramaze
cues were derived from the spatial relationships specified

Circle

Control HCbed

Matrix

Cross

Cluster

1st trial 30th trial 1st trial 30th trial

Explorative trajectoriesFig. 7. Explorative trajectories
of HCbed and control rats in
exploring the circle, matrix,
cross, and cluster configura-
tions. The trajectories traveled
by all animals of each group in
the first and last trial of the task
are reported
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by the trays themselves. The idiothetic cues were derived
from the rats’ own movements. They encompassed internal
self-motion information provided by the vestibular, propri-
oceptive, and somatosensory systems; efference copies of
motor commands; and external motion-related information
such as optic flow [28–32]. The present findings on the
defective explorative activity of the HCbed animals are in
agreement with the general framework that considers the
cerebellar structures heavily involved in processing motor
performance-related signals [33]. In fact, in the knowledge
of motion through space, the cerebellar circuits are
implicated in acquiring information necessary for spatial
orientation, self-motion perception, and postural control
[34–36].

Once the contribution of cerebellar networks in the
explorative behaviors is ascertained, let us analyze whether
the different spatial distributions of the rewards affected the
HCbed rats’ search behavior.

Exploration of Cross Configuration

In the cross configuration that had strong spatial con-
straints, both control and HCbed rats depleted their highest
number of trays, making their respective lowest number of
errors. To fully deplete the cross, the rats could use an end-
to-end search pattern twice, moving along the lines and
visiting adjacent trays. The trajectory adopted to explore a
cross could work as a notational system that aided the use
of a principled pattern and thus strongly reduced the
memory load. This characteristic of the cross configuration
allowed a rather efficient exploration and prevented the
occurrence of perseverative errors even in the presence of
cerebellar damage. However, to exhaustively deplete trays
located in straight lines, a firm directional principle
preventing the inversion of the travel direction should be
required. Conversely, more frequently than the control
animals, the HCbed rats displayed abrupt travel inversions
that provoked revisits. This disorganized navigational
strategy lowered their search efficiency to the relatively
good value of 64%.

Exploration of Circle Configuration

Also, the circle configuration could be used as a
notational system that reduced the amount of informa-
tion the subjects had to memorize to avoid repeated
visits. Once more, a subject always moving to the
adjacent loci would not need to memorize the locations
already visited because the particular point of the circle
the animal was in told it unambiguously the trays
already visited and those to be visited. Thus, this was a
very robust strategy because the trajectory itself acted as
a notational system. As a further notation, it has to be

noted that trays were placed to a distance great enough
from the wall, so that the animals displaying thigmo-
taxic tendencies accidentally would not bump into
objects and, on the other hand, sufficiently far from
arena walls to require active exploration. This distance
and the lack of a central tray did not demand the
exploration of the inner areas of the arena in the circle
configuration, fostering the biased explorative strategies
of HCbed animals that as a rule tended to explore the
peripheral sectors of the arena. We retained that a
spatial configuration shaped up according to the explor-
ative tendencies of the HCbed animals could favor their
learning. Conversely, the circle configuration was not
the configuration most efficiently explored by the
HCbed animals. In fact, in exploring it, the cerebellar
rats displayed a lot of total errors and perseverative
errors, search efficiency not reaching their maximal
value and low final span. HCbed animals did not
exploit the circular arrangement of the rewards because
they put into action abrupt inversions of travel direction
retracing their own steps. This unbefitting strategy
caused errors and in some cases even perseverative
errors. These findings indicate that altered explorative
strategies made extremely demanding the acquisition of
the task of searching multiple rewards, in spite of the
attempt of favoring their altered procedures through an
appropriate spatial arrangement.

Exploration of Matrix Configuration

Matrix configuration was the configuration most difficult
to be explored in the presence of a cerebellar damage.
Total errors, search efficiency, no visits, and perseverative
errors reached the worst values in HCbed animals,
indication of the challenge the matrix represented. In the
absence of structured search patterns along rows or
columns, a reasonable strategy for exploring the Matrix
configuration could be a compromise between a foraging
behavior that promoted an extended search among
rewarded trays (i.e., visiting trays farther away than the
previously visited one) and a behavior that limited the
information to be stored (i.e., visiting the nearest tray).
While control rats explored the matrix by alternating these
two opposite patterns, HCbed rats did not succeed either
in following a close directional principle or in varying
between patterns. Their procedural impairment disar-
ranged the exploratory strategies, and their performances
collapsed. A specific feature of the matrix configuration
was the presence of a central tray. While the control rats
visited this inner tray with the same frequency than the
remaining eight trays, HCbed rats visited it significantly
less, strong indication that their procedural impairment
affected the central exploration [1, 6].
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Exploration of Cluster Configuration

A search space organized in clusters or spatial chunks when
explored in a principled manner provides the subjects with
the possibility of chunking it, first visiting the locations
within the same cluster and then moving to another one.
The chunking theory predicts that once the chunks have
been retrieved the burden on memory should be lightened
from the total number of places to be explored (in this case,
nine) to the number of clusters constituting the search space
(in this case, three). Thus, the hierarchical organization of
memory afforded by chunking substantially reduces the
working memory load and promotes higher level perform-
ances [37–39]. Nevertheless, only the exhaustive depletion
of a cluster before moving on to the next one collapses
errors. Conversely, chunking appears to be a strategy of
relative strength in rats in general [39] and in HCbed rats in
particular, as indicated by studying rats’ performances as a
function of the angular relationships among the arms of a
radial maze [40]. In a radial maze with arms differently
rewarded, rats typically enter arms in a less preferable set
before having sampled all arms in a more preferable one
[38]. Even in the cluster configuration of the present
research, control rats did not deplete the whole cluster
before moving to the next one and returned to clusters they
had already visited more than once, visiting the already-
depleted trays. This less than perfect clustering tendency
was further worsened by the presence of the cerebellar
lesion. In comparison to intact rats, HCbed animals
displayed significantly defective values of total errors,
searching efficiency, perseverative errors, and differences
in visiting internal and external trays. Interestingly, while
most errors performed by controls were across cluster,
HCbed rats performed more within-cluster than across-
cluster errors. Furthermore, the compelling tendency to
stay, already demonstrated in other paradigms in the
presence of cerebellar damage [8], induced neglecting
some trays, as indicated by the considerable occurrence
of no visits in the cluster configuration. These findings
indicated that HCbed rats found it more difficult to
remember the trays visited within a cluster than to identify
whole, not-yet-depleted clusters. Since the two competen-
cies are based on different memory functions acting on
distinct time courses, the difference observed in HCbed
rats could reflect a more limited storage capacity in
working memory. This observation completely fits with
the involvement of cerebellar circuits in the spatial
working memory, already demonstrated in experimental
[3, 41, 42] and clinical [43, 44] studies.

The tendency of HCbed rats to visit (and revisit) the tray
belonging to the same cluster can be also interpreted as a
tendency to repeat the same behavior or as a difficulty to
shifting from one setting to another or as a deficit in

response inhibition, abilities demonstrated to be affected in
cerebellar subjects [23, 45, 46].

Trajectory Directness, Visit Correctness, Perseverations

In almost all configurations, all rats tended to reach a
never-before-visited tray through a direct trajectory and to
reach an already-visited tray through a tortuous pathway.
The close correlation between trajectory direction and tray
correctness is a sign that the rats reached a tray without
hesitation when they were able to predict that the tray they
were going to visit had not yet been depleted. Vice versa,
uncertainty about the correctness of a visit was reflected in
insecurity about the trajectory. Even if this correlation was
basically maintained also in the presence of a cerebellar
lesion, HCbed rats exhibited reduced percentages of it in
all configurations, and at variance with controls they
performed high percentages of direct trajectories to reach
even already-visited trays. This latter pattern was dis-
played by HCbed rats especially in the matrix configura-
tion, not by chance the configuration most difficult to be
explored in the presence of cerebellar damage. The
difficulties in changing strategy explain also the marked
perseverative tendencies of HCbed animals in almost all
spatial configurations. Perseverations are distinctive
symptoms, characterized by prefrontal dysfunction, ob-
served in human and experimental pathologies [47, 48].
They are also elicited by cerebellar damages [49]. This
finding supports the view that cerebellar lesions might
provoke “frontal-like” cognitive deficits and fits with
clinical reports of severe problems in initiation/persever-
ation and in cognitive planning in cerebellar patients [47,
50–53]. The cerebellar engagement in the high-order
processes falling under the umbrella term of executive
functions, such as planning, sequencing, working memory,
response inhibition, and cognitive flexibility, has been
recently advanced [46, 53, 54]. In particular, the tendency
to perseverate and the impossibility to inhibit patently
wrong responses as well as the lack of flexibility in
changing behavior might be due to impairment in planning
intentional strategies, that is, in the ability to access and
use different strategies effectively to change behavior in
accordance with the context [23, 55].

In conclusion, the presence of a cerebellar damage
loosened the capacity to make strategic use of the spatial
structure of the search space.
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